
PA T T E R N

Celebration

 

With ribbons spinning, the party has started. It’s time 
to celebrate. No matter if it’s a table runner or 
reconfigured for a lap quilt. Celebration is super 
quick to stitch. Who could ask for more? 

Supplies
(10) 3" x 40" strips, assorted fabric
1⁄2 yard for the setting pyramids
1⁄2 yard for binding

Note: The butterfly seam mantra is: seam one, seam two, 
unsew, wings together, pin, stitch last seam, unsew. Press.

Instructions
1.  Select (6) 3" x 40" strips, cut (2) diamonds using the 

Polygon Tool. Arrange diamonds per the sketch.

2. Stitch diamonds into pairs, this is seam 1. Repeat for the 
remainder of the diamonds. Make (6). Finger press 
seams to right. 5. From the back of the block press center so that the 

seams rotate then press remaining seams from the front.

6. Repeat steps 1-5 to make (8) more Celebration blocks for 
a total of (9) blocks.
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3. Stitch pairs together using a butterfly seam.  Follow 
sketch numbers as a guide. Remember to move the seam 
allowance away from seam 2 if necessary before you 
begin to stitch. Make (3).  
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4. Stitch the (3) segments together, again using a butterfly 
seam. Follow step 3 above to stitch segment 1 to 
segment 2. To stitch segment 3, follow stitching order 
on sketch 4a and 4b. 
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